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OK. This is the 80% rule. In Okinawa, they call it hara hachi bu, which essentially means quit eating when your

stomach is 80% full. It's actually a 2,500-year-old Confucian adage that Okinawans have adopted into their

everyday life. Before any meal, they'll murmur, like a prayer, hara hachi bu. Stop when my stomach is 80% full.

It takes about 20 minutes for the feeling of being full to travel from your belly to your brain. So if you're eating fast

or if you're filling up your plate too much, you're more likely to eat past that 80% rule.

Now, there's a number of strategies I've found in Blue Zones that can help keep you from eating too much. One of

them is eating a huge breakfast. The Adventists say breakfast like a king, lunch like a prince, dinner like a pauper.

We see the same pattern in every Blue Zone in the world-- big breakfast, medium-sized lunch, and little or no

dinner.

The idea is to get all of your eating in about an eight-hour window. And that leaves 16 hours for your body to

metabolize it and essentially make sure that that food's being converted into energy and not being converted to

pounds around your waistline.

Other strategies that we know work are using smaller plates, plates smaller than 10 inches. Pre-plating the food at

the counter and then putting the leftovers away ahead of time rather than serving it family style, big platters of

food. If you're serving your family huge platters of food, you're probably consuming 20% to 25% more calories at

every meal than you would if you pre-plated the food at the counter.

So those are things that work around the world to put that 80% rule to work in your life.


